
	  13  Noun Clauses 
 

Think of noun clauses as dependent clauses used as you would use a noun in the 
independent clause.  Or think of them as a sick joke played on you by the wrathful 
Grammar Gods.  Both ways of thinking are pretty much correct. 
 
In some ways, noun clauses are the hardest type to recognize. There’s no 
subordinate conjunction or relative pronoun to tip you off.  The subject of the 
clause is often vague, sometimes you can drop words altogether, and using them 
often makes you sound like the Queen of England.  In some ways, noun clauses 
are the easiest type to recognize.  Look at your independent clause, and if you 
find a clause where you might normally expect to find a noun (subject, indirect 
object, direct object, objection of the preposition, predicate nominative), that’s a 
noun clause. 
 
It’s the easiest and the hardest of the dependent clauses.  It’s sort of Zen that way.  
It’s the yin and the yang.  Let that be our third definition:  a noun class is the 
sound of one hand clapping.  
 
Noun clause as the subject 
 

That you refuse to eat your spam yogurt concerns me. 
 

That’s an interesting and somewhat disgusting sentence.  The predicate of the 
independent clause is concerns.  The direct object is me.  Something concerns me.  
But what is it that concerns me?  Not the spam yogurt, although it should.  Do 
you know what concerns me?  That you refuse to eat your spam yogurt.  That’s the 
subject of my independent clause.  And that subject is a clause.  The clause has a 
subject (you) and a predicate (refuse).  It’s a noun clause used as the subject of my 
independent clause.  Easy.  Hard.  Whatever. 
 
Noun clause as the direct object 
 

I hope that you forgive me for teaching you this rubbish. 
 

The subject of the independent clause is I.  The predicate is hope.  What do I 
hope?   That you forgive me for teaching you this rubbish.  That entire clause (Yes, it’s 
a clause—you is the subject and forgive is the predicate) is the direct object.  It’s a 
noun clause. 
 
Here’s the tricky part.  You can drop the that and it’s still a noun clause.  You can 
write 

I hope you forgive me for teaching you this rubbish. 
 

You forgive me for teaching you this rubbish sounds like an independent clause.  It’s 
not.  The that is there, even if you don’t see or hear it.  It’s another one of those 
Zen things. 
 
Noun clause as the indirect object 
 

The director will give whoever dances well a part in the play. 
 



	  The subject of the independent clause is director.  The predicate is will give.  
What will the director give?  A part in the play.  That’s the direct object.  To 
whom will he give it?  To whoever dances well.  The noun clause is the indirect 
object. 

 
                                       

That Hastings finds noun clauses boring concerns me. 
That neither of the boys feels how soggy his booty is concerns me more. 

 
 
But wait! exclaim those of you still awake.  Shouldn’t it be whomever?  Shouldn’t 
you use the objective case for the indirect object?  Well, yes, but the word 
whomever isn’t the indirect object; the entire clause is.  And whoever is the subject 
of that clause, so we have to use the nominative case. 
 
If you understood what I just wrote, I’ve used up too much of your precious 
brain space.  I hope I didn’t push out anything important. 
 
Noun clause as the predicate nominative 
 

My greatest desire is that you’ll find some good cotton stuff to tie-dye in May. 
 

Desire is the subject.  Is is the linking verb.  And so on.  Any questions? 
 
Noun clause as the object of a preposition 
 

I’m prepared for whatever you ask. 
 
I should mention that’s a lie.  There are many things you could ask me that 
would freak me out.   Like why the Grammar Gods created noun clauses.  So 
don’t ask that.   
 
The noun clause, whatever you ask, is the object of the preposition for. 
 
I think that’s about it for noun clauses.  I’ve apologized for them.  I’ve pretended 
they’re Zen-like, spiritual.  My job here is done. 


